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Demystifying the Jewish Surnames Process 

There has always been a certain mystique

associated with Jewish surnames.

Part of this mystique is due to the fact that many

Ashkenazi Jews, whose ancestors immigrated to

America, do not know how or where their surname

originated, or even what they mean.

The goal of today’s presentation is to demystify the

Jewish surnames issue by explaining the history of

Jewish surnames, and the process by which Jewish

surnames were adopted and regulated in the

Russian Empire.



What My Presentation Will Cover Today:

1. A brief overview of the history of Jewish

surnames followed by a discussion of:

2. The major sources of Jewish surnames.

3. The history, adoption, and regulation of Jewish

surnames in the Russian Empire.

4. The transition of Jewish surnames from the

Russian Empire to America.

5. The implications of Jewish surname adoption

and usage on the practice of Jewish genealogy.

6. Methods for surmounting the many genealogical

challenges posed by Jewish surnames.



Early History of Jewish Surnames

 Jews have historically used Hebrew patronymic names. In the Jewish

patronymic system the first name is followed by either ben- (son of) or

bat- (daughter of), and then the father's name. Example: Moshe ben

Aharon.

 Permanent family surnames started appearing among Sephardic Jews in

Iberia (modern Spain and Portugal) as early as the 10th or 11th century

but did not spread to the Ashkenazic Jews of Germany or Eastern

Europe until the Middle Ages.

 During the Middle Ages, some of the settled Jews in communities in

large cities, such as Prague or Frankfurt am Main, began to adopt

various surnames. The majority of Middle Age surname adoption came

from place names, often a town name, typically the birthplace of the

founder of a rabbinical or other dynasty.

 Surnames did not spread widely to the Ashkenazic Jews of Germany or

Eastern Europe until the 18th and 19th century, where the adoption of

hereditary surnames was imposed in exchange for Jewish

emancipation.



History of Jewish Surnames Following 

Emancipation in Europe  

 The process of assigning permanent surnames to Jewish

families began in Austria. On July 23, 1787, five years after the

Edict of Tolerance, the Austrian emperor Joseph II issued a

decree called Das Patent über die Judennamen which

compelled the Jews to adopt German surnames. Prussia did so

soon after, beginning with the city of Breslau in 1790.

 Napoleon, in a decree of July 20, 1808, insisted upon the Jews

adopting fixed names. His decree covered all lands west of the

Rhine, and many other parts of Germany required surname-

adoption within a few years.

 At the end of the 18th century after the Partition of Poland and

the Congress of Vienna, the Russian Empire acquired a large

number of Jews who did not use surnames. They, too, were

required to adopt surnames during the early 19th century.



History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire

 The Russian Empire was vast, and included the now-

independent countries of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus,

Estonia, Finland, Georgia, Latvia, Moldovia

(Bessarabia), Lithuania, Poland, Ukraine, and

Uzbekistan within its borders.

 The Jewish community in the United States is

composed predominantly of Ashkenazi Jews and their

descendants, comprising about 90% of the American

Jewish population of approximately 5.3 million.

 The overwhelming majority of these Ashkenazi Jews

descend from Russia, or from now-independent

countries that formerly belonged to the Russian

Empire.



History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire

 Following the partition of Poland, the lack of surnames

among the Jews of the Pale created great difficulties for

the governing of this massive Jewish population by the

Russian authorities. Especially complex was the

procedure for checking tax collections.

 Gavril R. Derzhavin, a famous Russian poet, was the

first to write about the necessity of assigning surnames

to Russian Jews, pointing out numerous civil

inconveniences related to the absence of fixed family

names.

 The administration of Czar Alexander I took Derzhavin’s

suggestions into account when preparing the first

general legislation concerning Jews.



History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire

Czar Alexander I’s edict issued on December 9, 1804, included

the following provision regarding Jewish surnames:

 “During the census every Jew shall have or accept a known

inherited family name or surname/nickname that shall be used

in all documents and lists without any change, with the

addition of a name given by faith or at birth. This measure is

necessary for a better establishment of their Citizenship

conditions, for better protection of their property and for

reviewing litigation between them.”

Czar Nicholas I’s edict, issued on May 31, 1835, included the

following provision regarding Jewish surnames:

 “Every Jew, in addition to a first name given at a profession of

faith or birth, must forever retain, without alteration, a known

inherited or legally adopted surname or nickname.”



History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire

 In response to these mandates, Jews adopted surnames

based upon the town they were from, their occupation, their

nickname, their spouses’ surname, or their parents’ given

name.

 Although the exact years of the assignment of surnames is

unknown, it appears from revision lists that most Russian

Jews acquired their surnames during the decade that

followed the edict of 1804.

 Jewish surnames were often assigned by the Kahal (local

Jewish community councils), or by the local Russian

authorities.

 Historical evidence suggests that members of different

households had to adopt unique surnames. This was

probably for taxation and military conscription purposes.



An Example of a Census of the Late 1700s Which 

Predates the Appearance of Jewish Surnames

1784 Jewish Census for the Town of Slutsk



1784 Jewish Census for the Town of Slutsk:

 Of the 11 Jewish families listed on this representative page of the census, there

were no surnames listed for any of them.

 Most were listed by first name and patronymic name; a few were listed by first

name and nickname.

 Names such as Hirsh Yankielovich (Hirsh, son of Yankiel) on line 1, and Shiman

Osherovich (Shimon, son of Osher) on line 2 are actually patronyms.

 So is Hirsh Iserovich (Hirsh, son of Iser) on line 3, Osher Shimanovich (Osher,

son of Shiman) on line 4, and Leyba Eliovich (Leyba, son of Eli) on line 5.

 Line 6 lists Berko Tokar. Tokar is a Polish nickname meaning turner or lathe

operator.

 Line 10 lists Szloma Szamasz. Szamasz is a Jewish nickname meaning sexton

or beadle in a synagogue.

 Line 11 lists Leyzer Bakalarz. Bakalarz is a Polish nickname meaning teacher.



An Example of a Census following the Czar’s Edict of 

1804 Which Mandated the Adoption of Jewish Surnames

1811 Jewish Census for the Town of Slutsk

Household 

Number
Surname

Given 

Name
Father

Relation to Head 

of Household

Age

in Current 

Census

Age at Last Census 

Revision

(1795)

Reason for 

Departing 

Residence

Year of 

Departure

72 Brodskoy Shmoila Itzka Head of Household -- 45 Died 1803

72 Brodskoy Volf Shmoila Son 32 16 -- --

72 Brodskoy Itzka Volf Grandson 12 Newborn -- --

72 Brodskoy Elya Volf Grandson 5 Newborn -- --

72 Brodskoy Kiva Shmoila Son -- 6
Moved to 

shtetl Turov
1802

183
None 

specified
Girsh Itzka Head of Household -- 20 Died 1796

183
None 

specified
Movsha Girsh Son -- 1 Died 1804

183
None 

specified

Khaim-

Itska
Girsh Son 12 Newborn -- --

184 Kraskov Leiba Itzka Head of Household 46 30 -- --

184 Kraskov Zimel Leiba Son 32 16 -- --

184 Kraskov Berka Leiba Son 15 Newborn -- --



1811 Jewish Census for the Town of Slutsk:

 This census shows two sons from Itzko’s household, Shmoila

and Leiba, who lived together during the 1784 census, now

living in different homes.

 As a result, they acquired their own distinct surnames –

BRODSKOY and KRASKOV.

 The third son, Girsh, died in 1796 and did not have a chance to

acquire his own surname. As a result, his family is listed in the

1811 census with no surname.

 His son, Khaim-Itska, later acquired the IVANSKY surname that

was his father's nickname in 1784.

 Leiba’s and his late brother Girsh’s families lived next door to

each other in 1811, and Leiba most likely helped to support his

brother’s family.



Russian Census of 1811 Demonstrating Unique 

Jewish Surnames for Each Household

1811 Jewish Census for the Town of Slutsk

Household No. Surname Given Name Father
Relationship to Head of 

Household
Age

Age at Last 
Revision

Reason Left Year Left

1 CHIPCHIN Abram Iosel Head of Household 22 6

2 not specified Girsh Iosel Head of Household 60 died 1805

2 not specified Tsemakh Girsh Son 20 died 1802

3 NEPOL Abram Borukh Head of Household 30 died 1811

3 NEPOL Borukh Abram Son 14 newborn

4 KHLOSTIN Mordukh Abram Head of Household 46 30

4 KHLOSTIN Abram Mordukh Son newborn died 1811

5 GELBAN Berka Kushel Head of Household 60 died 1807

6 KURAPEY David Girsh Head of Household 38 22

7 GALENSHOL Shimon Girsh Head of Household 31 15

8 VYLKOV Itzka Gertz Head of Household 20 died 1807

9 GUBAR Gershon Movsha Head of Household 40 24

10 KONIK Girsh Peysakh Head of Household 40

11 not specified Berka Aron Head of Household 25 died 1805

12 NIZHNIK Yankel Meyer Head of Household 35 died 1807



History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire

As illustrated by these examples, the direct result of

the 1804 and 1835 edicts was the creation of many

distinct family units, each having their own unique

surname, regardless of their previous familial

relationships.

 This process was repeated in numerous Jewish towns

and villages throughout the Russian Empire. Although

no one knows the exact number, it is likely that this

surname adoption policy resulted in the creation of

many thousands of new surnames.



Sources of Jewish Surnames

 An excellent reference

book on sources of

Jewish surnames is

Alexandre Beider’s book,

“A Dictionary of Jewish

Surnames from the

Russian Empire.”

 He has also published

books on German Jewish

surnames, and Jewish

surnames from Galicia,

and the Kingdom of

Poland.



Sources of Jewish Surnames

 Under the czarist edicts, there were many ways in

which Jews selected or received their surnames, and

different areas and jurisdictions had different rules.

 Surnames could be adopted from previously existing

nicknames, occupations, or family names.

 In the absence of a nickname or family name, new

surnames could be chosen by those who would bear

them.

 There are many examples, however, where it appears

that Jewish surnames were simply assigned to people.



Sources of Jewish Surnames

The artificial nature of the surnaming process

produced many features that made Jewish

surnames a unique group of names, quite

different from the surnames of Christians who

lived in the same area.

While the percentage of patronymics among

Jews was smaller than among the Slavic

population, artificial and toponymic surnames

are much more common among Jews.



Sources of Jewish Surnames

 For example, the Kiev Guberniya (province) is the

source for a large number of original Jewish names.

 In comparison to other provinces, surnames derived

from toponyms are by far the most commonly used

– a large majority of which end in the suffix -skiy.

Such a high frequency of one specific naming

pattern is unlikely to be by chance. As a result, this

group of surnames strongly implies the active

participation of the local Russian administration, or

possibly the Kahal (local Jewish community

council), in the surnaming process.



An Example the Adoption of Jewish Surnames 

which were Derived from Toponyms

1816 Zvenigorodka Jewish Census for Ekaterinopol



1816 Zvenigorodka Jewish Census for Ekaterinopol:

 All families listed on this page have toponymic surnames,

ending with the suffix –skiy (meaning from).

 Line 6 of this census lists my 6th-great-grandfather, Rabbi

Shmuel POLONSKY, son of Mordekhai (and son-in-law of

the renowned Rabbi Pinkhas SHAPIRA of Koretz).

 The POLONSKY surname is derived from the town of

Polonnoe, which is the community to which Shmuel

belonged, before he accepted a rabbinical appointment to

serve as Av Beit Din (head of the rabbinical court) of

Ekaterinopol in 1793.

 The 1816 census is the first known mention of the family’s

Polonsky surname.



The 1858 Zvenigorodka census for the family of Rabbi Eliyahu

Pinchas Aronov Polonsky, in Ekaterinopol. It lists Eliyahu

Pinchas Polonsky, his son Shmeril Polonsky, his grandson,

Aharon David Polonsky, and Aharon David’s wife, Pesya (Zeida).

The standard 

naming 

pattern, 

unique to the 

Russian 

Empire, had 3 

parts:

Given name = 

Eliyahu

Patronymic = 

Aronov (son 

of Aron)

Surname = 

Polonsky





Sources of Jewish Surnames

 Toponyms (names derived from locations). Many

Jewish surnames are derived from place names.

 There are general names like Deutsch (from Germany),

Frank, Frankel (from Franconia), Polack, Pollock (from

Poland), and more localized ones from almost every

European country.

 Many toponymic surnames refer to well-known

German cities, such as Auerbach, Bacharach, Berlin

(Berlinsky), Dresden, Fulda, Grünberg (Greenberg),

Hildesheim, Katzenelnbogen, Speyer (Shapiro), Treves

(Dreyfus), Oppenheim, Posen (Pozner), and Wertheim.



Sources of Jewish Surnames

It was very common for Jews in the Russian Empire to adopt

German surnames, many of which were derived from trades and

occupations. Some examples:

Baumann (farmer) Friedman (peacemaker) Schafer (shepherd)

Becker (baker) Gerber (tanner) Schmidt (smith, metalworker)

Bergmann (miner) Graveur (engraver) Schneider (tailor)

Brauer (brewer) Holzmann (woodsman) Schultz (mayor, judge)

Dressler (turner) Kaufman (merchant) Schumacher (shoemaker)

Fiedler (fiddler) Goldschmidt (goldsmith) Schuster (cobbler)

Fisher (fisherman) Kramer (grocer) Steinschneider (stonecutter)

Fleischer (butcher) Meyer (dairy farmer) Zimmerman (carpenter)



Sources of Jewish Surnames

 Some surnames have specific Jewish meanings,

including Jewish occupations, given names from

the bible, Hebrew letters, and expressions from

Jewish sacred texts:

 Chazan (cantor), Cohn, Cohen, Kagan, Kahn (Kohen

origin), Levi, Levy (Levite origin), Lamed, Nun

(Hebrew letters) Parnass (trustee of a

congregation), Rabinowitz (rabbi), Rashal, Rashbam

(Jewish scholars), Schechter (ritual slaughterer),

and Shadkun (marriage broker).



History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire

 Jewish surname adoption patterns in the Russian Empire

were not uniform in regard to language derivation.

 In eastern Belorussia, a large majority of names were of Slavic

origin; many of them were derived from female given names.

 In the southwestern provinces of the Pale of Settlement

(Podolia, Volhynia and Bessarabia), a majority of names were

drawn from Yiddish or German names.

 In Kiev and Grodno areas, the pattern of creating a surname

from a place name by adding the Slavic suffix –ski/sky was

dominant.

 In all provinces, a large number of surnames were also

derived from Hebrew words.



History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire

 Generally speaking, the Jewish attitude toward their new surnames was

negative. Since it was obligatory to follow the law, almost all Russian

Jews received surnames at the beginning of the 19th century, but the

most common reaction was for the Jews to ignore them.

 Due in part, perhaps, to the attitude of the Jews toward their surnames,

the Czar’s edicts of 1804 and 1835 which pertained to Jewish surnames

in the Russian Empire were followed by several additional edicts.

 On December 19, 1844, an edict was issued which abolished the Kahal.

This edict stated that henceforth Jews would be governed according to

general legislation, and that after the general revision (census) each Jew

would be informed about his personal and hereditary name that was to

be used in all transactions.

 On February 6, 1850, the State Council opinion signed by the czar

prohibited surname changes, even for baptized Jews. Both the 1844

edicts, and the 1850 surname law reflected the increasing legal scrutiny

that the issue of Jewish surname change was coming under, by the mid-

19th century.



This document contains two

records of Jewish baptisms. In

both records, Jews accepted

new patronymic names:

Sura, daughter of Gilya

ZHEZMER, became Sophia

ZHEZMER, daughter of Nikolai;

Roman, son of Froim

BENGART, became Roman

BENGART, son of Ivan.

In both cases, their Jewish
surnames were not changed.

History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire



History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire

 As a result of these edits and laws, Jewish surnames, once

adopted or assigned in the Russian Empire, were very difficult

to change, particularly after the mid-1800s.

 In 1893, the “Law Concerning the Names” imposed criminal

punishment on those Jews who tried to adopt Christian

names, and dictated that Jews must use their birth names in

all business dealings, writings, advertisements, and the like.

 In 1902, strict Russian adoption laws were liberalized a bit as

they pertained to the Jews, but transfer of the adopted child’s

surname was permitted only under very limited

circumstances. Jews who already had their own children

could not legally adopt children, and transfer their surname to

them.



In family 193, Zindel KATZ,

son of Mordko, had two

children: Aron Nukhim and

Borukh. His stepson was

Iosel YEYDVICH, son of Froim.

In family 194, Abram

FREYMAN, son of Mordko,

had a son Shaia. His stepson

was Duvid Gersh

VAINSHTEIN, son of Shlioma.

In family 195, Ovshiya ZAK,

son of Leiba, had a son Leiba.

His stepson was Zeylik
BERSHTEIN, son of Leiba.

History of Jewish Surnames in the Russian Empire

1816 Census for the town of Kremenets



The “Americanization” of Russian Jewish Surnames

 During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, many Jewish

immigrants from Eastern Europe and Russia Anglicized

their surnames to more American-sounding names.

Contrary to a mistakenly held belief, surnames were not

changed at Ellis Island.

 Continuing into the late 20th and 21st centuries, American

Jews, particularly those in the entertainment industry,

have continued to “Americanize” their surnames.

 Although Ashkenazi Jews now use American, European,

or modern-Hebrew surnames for everyday life, the

Hebrew patronymic form is still used in Jewish religious

and cultural life. It is used in synagogue and in

documents in Jewish law such as the ketubah (marriage

contract).



What are the Implications of the Jewish 

Surname Issue for Jewish Genealogy?

 1. Many Jews who are related to one another have

completely different surnames.

 2. Many Jews who are not related to one another

through their paternal lineage have the same

surname.

 3. Jewish surname changes are often poorly

documented, and their history lost.

4. Many Ashkenazi Jews are unaware of their

ancestral surname.

 5. Due to surname changes, limited or missing

paper trail, and language barriers, Jewish

lineages are very difficult to trace.



Illustration of the Practical Difficulties Involved 

with Tracing Jewish Surnames 

Jeffrey Mark Paull Kara Riley-Paull

Father or Mother
Melvin Robert Paull                

(1925 -- 1996)

Edna Ruth Ellyson               

(1926 -- 2015)

Grandfather

Louis Isador Paull             

(Levi Yitzhak Polonsky)          

(1883 -- 1955)

Earnest Flavel Ellyson 

(1876 -- 1959)

Great-Grandfather

Nathan Polonsky      

(Menakhem Nahum Polonsky)        

(1863 -- 1929)

Isaac Hamilton Ellyson 

(1833 -- 1918)

2nd-Great-Grandfather
Aharon David Polonsky    

(1838 -- 1904)

Gideon Ellyson         

(1791 -- 1877)

3rd-Great Grandfather
Shmeril Polonsky                

(b. 1821)

Zachariah Ellyson    

(1762 -- 1837)

4th-Great Grandfather
R. Eliyahu Pinchas Polonsky 

(1803 -- 1855)

Gideon Ellyson         

(1718 -- 1807)

5th-Great Grandfather
Rabbi Aharon Polonsky     

(1788 -- 1830)

William Ellyson        

(1702 -- 1779)

6th-Great Grandfather
Rabbi Shmuel Polonsky       

(1761 -- 1811)

Gerard Robert Ellyson 

(1646 -- 1727)

7th-Great Grandfather
Rabbi Mordecai                

(1730 -- 1806)

Robert Ellison          

(1615 -- 1671)

8th-Great-Grandfather

Rabbi Moses Gellis             

(Rabbi Mordecai Levush)               

(c. 1700 -- 1760)

Major Robert Ellison 

(1605 -- 1656)

9th-Great Grandfather Unknown (pre-surnames)
John Ellison             

(1585 -- 1660)



Did you ever wonder where all of the unfamiliar names 

that are on your genetic match list come from? 

Now You Know!!



Identifying and Validating Jewish

Surnames via DNA Testing

Y-DNA mutates very little over

time. Hence, it is a very useful

test for identifying descendants

of the same paternal lineage.

I recently used Y-DNA testing to

confirm that a newly-discovered

cousin with a different surname

than mine was a descendant of

the same Polonsky lineage.

Methods for surmounting the many genealogical 

challenges posed by Jewish surnames



Y-DNA testing can also be used to identify the unique

genetic profile of a particular paternal lineage.

We have used it to identify the unique Y-DNA genetic

signature of many different rabbinical lineages,

including Katzenellenbogen, Polonsky, Twersky, and

Wertheim-Giterman, among others.



Surnames of the “Jewish Royal Families”

 1. Most Ashkenazi Jews cannot trace their ancestry back to

the period before the mandated adoption of fixed,

inherited surnames during the late 18th and early 19th

centuries in Europe.

 2. The notable exceptions are the major rabbinic families,

who adopted fixed surnames long before they were

mandated by governmental authority. These families

intermarried extensively, and their lineages have been

preserved for centuries.

 3. Those who can connect to a major rabbinic family can

thereby trace their ancestry back many more generations.

 4. Because of the endogamous nature of the Ashkenazi

Jewish population, many, if not most Ashkenazi Jews

descend from a prominent rabbi or rabbinical lineage,

although they may not be aware of it.



 The Unbroken Chain by Dr. Neil

Rosenstein, is a 2-volume book

(the new edition will be 3

volumes) that covers hundreds of

Ashkenazi families who trace

their descent from Rabbi Meir

Katzenellenbogen, the Maharam

of Padua (1482 – 1565).

 Shem ve-She’arit (Name and

Remnant) by Levi Halevi

Grossman, is particularly useful

for tracing ancestry from

Chassidic rabbinical lineages.

Rabbinical genealogy books such as The Unbroken Chain and

Shem ve-She’arit, make it possible for Jews of rabbinical descent
to trace their family’s ancestry as far back as the late Middle Ages.



Nathan’s father was not

a rabbi, which is why his

branch of the family was

not documented in the

rabbinical literature, and

why much of our Jewish

heritage became lost.

Descent of my great-

grandfather, Nathan

Polonsky, from Rabbi

Aharon Luria and

Miriam Spira, through

the Twerski, Wahl, and

Katzenellenbogen

rabbinical lineages.

There are undoubtedly

thousands of such

families of lost Jewish

heritage.



Summary and Conclusions

 Until the emancipation of the Jews in the late 18th

century, most Jews in Europe used the traditional

system of patronymic names.

 This was particularly true in the Russian Empire, where

Ashkenazi Jews living in the small towns and villages of

the Pale of Settlement, had little use for hereditary

surnames. Most people in these small towns knew each

other, and patronymics or nicknames were used instead

of surnames.

 All of these traditional naming practices changed with

the Czar’s edicts of 1804 and 1835. These edicts

required every Jew to forever retain, without alteration, a

known inherited or legally adopted surname.



Summary and Conclusions

 There were a myriad number of ways by which Jewish

surnames were created, assigned, or adopted, while

tight restrictions were placed on changing or altering

surnames.

 In response to these mandates, Jews adopted surnames

based upon the places they were from, the occupation

they had, their nickname, their spouses’ surname, their

parents’ given name, the decisions of the Kahal (local

Jewish community councils), or the whims of the local

Russian authorities.

 One unique feature of the surname process was that

members of different households adopted unique

surnames. This was done largely for taxation and

military conscription purposes.



Summary and Conclusions

 As a result of 19th century Russian laws and mandates

regarding Jewish surnames, many thousands of related

Jewish people acquired different surnames, while many

non-related individuals acquired the same surname.

 As a result of the 1804, 1835, and 1844 edicts; the 1850 laws

prohibiting Jewish surname changes; the May Laws of

1882, and the additional edicts and regulations issued

during the 19th century, once surnames were adopted by

Jews in the Russian Empire, they remained relatively

stable.

 This history of Russian civil laws and policies led Beider to

conclude that: “Most Jews who lived in the Russian Empire

at the beginning of the 20th century carried the same

surnames that their direct ancestors had adopted one

hundred years earlier.”



Summary and Conclusions

 The inevitable consequence of the adoption of new

surnames for individual, yet related heads of

households on such a grand scale across such a vast

empire, was the loss of familial contacts and

connections between different branches of the family,

especially during an era that preceded modern

communications.

 This loss of familial contacts and connections between

related family branches continued across the

generations, and was magnified by pogroms, wars, the

Holocaust, the destruction of Jewish records and

cemeteries, and the mass migration of Russian Jews to

America.



Summary and Conclusions

 By modifying or completely changing ancestral

surnames, the Americanization of Jewish surnames has

further complicated this issue.

 This situation has created many challenges for

genealogists who try to trace the ancestry or locate

descendants of a particular Jewish lineage, many of

whom have different surnames, as well as for

interpreting the results of DNA tests for Jewish

descendants.

 The history behind the adoption of Jewish surnames has

obvious and important implications for Jewish

genealogy as it is practiced today.



Summary and Conclusions

 The Jewish surname issue is certainly challenging, but not

hopeless, and there are many more surviving documents in

Russian archives than previously thought.

 Jewish genealogists must collaborate and make use of all of

the resources at their disposal to discover what their original

ancestral surname was, and what towns their ancestors were

from.

 DNA testing works hand-in-hand with traditional paper trail

research.

 Y-DNA tests are underway which may allow many Ashkenazi

Jews to determine whether they descend from a renowned and

genealogically well-documented rabbinical lineage.



In Closing...

… and I will be happy to take 
your questions!



The History, Adoption, 

and Regulation of Jewish 

Surnames in the Russian 

Empire

Please feel free to email me, 

Dr. Jeffrey Mark Paull, at: 

nobleheritage@msn.com

or download my articles from: 

https://independent.academia.

edu/JeffreyMarkPaull

Thank you for your attention

today! Wishing you every

success!

mailto:nobleheritage@msn.com
https://independent.academia.edu/JeffreyMarkPaull



